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Quiet?

Quiet = Introverted

NOT inaudible!
NOT shy!

NOT lacking in confidence!

Introversion - An inward orientation to life.
 



A study of 914,219 MBTI and other indicators by the 
CAPT revealed that between 47-55% of people are 
introverted. *

Introversion is a 
personality trait, 
NOT a personality flaw!

Introversion

*  ”Communicator style and MBTI extraversion-introversion domains” – © CAPT 2008

The statistics…
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So why is this relevant to you?
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… probably





Leadership?

Leadership

Embedding the capacity for greatness in the people and practices of an 
organisation, and decoupling it from the personality of the leader.

Leadership is not a journey to help ourselves rise through the ranks. 
Leadership is a journey to help those around us rise.
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Proactive organisation?

A proactive organisation is one that places greater emphasis on 
forward-thinking strategic planning as opposed to reactive strategies 

to deal with problems or to approach opportunities as they arise. 

Being proactive offers a business a lot of advantages when 
approaching business opportunities and managing problems.



NEW START TODAY!

The Starting Point!



My role models

Captain David M Rundle OBE
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The right qualifications?







Proactive organisation

A proactive organisation is one that places greater emphasis on 
forward-thinking strategic planning as opposed to reactive strategies 

to deal with problems or to approach opportunities as they arise. 

Being proactive offers a business a lot of advantages when 
approaching business opportunities and managing problems.

So why is this relevant
to your organisation?
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Complementary traits

Introverted leaders –

 Productivity motivated
 Meaningful connections
 Not easily distracted
 Thorough, not hasty

Extroverted leaders –

 Expression
 Execution
 Multitasking
 Team player



 Confirmatory bias
 Contrast effect 
 Groupthink 
 First impressions & stereotypes
 Selective attention 
 Priming

Unconscious bias



How about YOU?
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